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International Conversation Afternoon
Guy Fawkes night

Guy Fawkes night or Bonfire night is a festival celebrated in the Autumn in the UK. You may think

the origin of the festival is a little strange! Read the short description of the festival below and then

talk about the questions.

Guy Fawkes’ Night (also known as Bonfire Night) is celebrated in Britain on November 5th every
year.  Guy Fawkes went to St Peter’s School in York and his family lived in Stonegate.  Guy
Fawkes’ family were Roman Catholics, at a time when the monarchy was Protestant.  Many
Catholics thought that the Protestants were treating them very unfairly because of their religion.
On November 4th and 5th 1605 Guy Fawkes and his friends decided to try and kill the King by
blowing up the Houses of Parliament in London, where the government met.  The plot was
discovered and Guy Fawkes and his friends were arrested, tortured and finally executed.
The celebration on Guy Fawkes’ Night is to commemorate the unsuccessful plot to kill the King
and destroy the government.  Many towns and cities organise Guy Fawkes’ Night celebrations
and it is particularly popular with children.
On Guy Fawkes Night people:

● Go out at night to celebrate

● Watch a firework display

● Stand near to a big bonfire

● Burn a ‘guy’ (a model of a man)

● Eat some tasty food, such as toffee apples and parkin

● What do you think about Bonfire Night? Do you think it is a strange festival?

● Would you like to experience Bonfire Night?

● Which parts of Bonfire Night do you think would be enjoyable?

● Do you have a festival which is based on a famous (or infamous) person? Who is it?
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● Is it common to have fireworks at festivals in your country? Which festival?

● Is there a festival in your country where you have a bonfire (a fire outside)?

● On Bonfire Night, people in the UK eat toffee apples and parkin - a type of ginger cake.

Talk about a food which is associated with a festival in your country.

● What is your favourite festival in your country? Explain it to your group.


